The following letter-form was brought about as a means of teaching my children the Word of God through the mail. And of course, quite naturally so, that’s the reason I begin these letters with “Dear Children” and end them with “Love Dad”. So for the rest of you who participate in these weekly messages, please keep their original intended purpose in mind.

5 August, 2012

Dear Children,

Wow! When the Lord God Almighty said He’s going to expose Jimmy Swaggart and “his” ministry in 2012, He really meant it! I mean, I had no sooner finished “Robin Herd And Witchcraft At Jimmy Swaggart Ministries” than the Lord started preparing me to write this one for today: “Joseph Larson’s Sex Sins And Gabriel Swaggart!”

You see it was Tuesday morning, shortly after 12:00 midnight, and I was finally getting around to eating. I was dog-tired, and didn’t really feel like doing much more than eating and going to bed. However, as the Lord would have it, I tuned into SonLife Broadcasting Network (SBN) to see what the Almighty would have me to see.

Well, God’s timing is always perfect, and this time was no exception. Because I had no sooner made the Internet connection than Gabriel Swaggart and his “Living Waters” show popped up “in my face”. I mean, Gabriel Swaggart was just starting the politically motivated introduction for his next “duet number” by the “darlings” of Jimmy Swaggart.
Ministries – “Joseph and Grace Larson”. And of course this “damage control”, that Gabriel was about to involve himself with, was nothing less than “his” charismatic attempt at putting a band-aid over the “putrid sores” on “Joseph and Grace Larson” that we (FMHCCI) have been so privileged to expose.

However, before we get into the details of Gabriel and his “Living Waters” magic show, let’s first discuss the “red bracelet” on his right wrist that he frequently fondled throughout his program as I watched. In fact here are just a few more of the “worldly entertainers” that proudly display one of those “red things” wrapped around their wrist:

Now that’s quite an array of personalities; wouldn’t you agree? They’re all of the same spirit… and, of course, that spirit is anything but Christ-like! In fact this is what Wiki has to say about that “red string” they all have wrapped around their wrist:

**Wearing a thin red string (as a type of talisman) is a custom, popularly thought to be associated with Judaism's Kabbalah, to ward off misfortune brought about by an "evil eye".** In the late 1990s the red string became popular with many celebrities in the United States, including many non-Jews. Led by Madonna and her children, those that have taken to wearing them have included: Michael Jackson, Rosie O'Donnell, Ashton Kutcher and Demi Moore, Paris and Nicky Hilton, Sienna Miller, Paulina Rubio, Gwyneth Paltrow, Lindsay Lohan, Nicole Richie, Charlize Theron, Sid Curtis, Mariah Carey, Lucy Liu, Kylie Minogue, Mick Jagger, David Paterson, Naomi Campbell, Britney Spears, Camilla Parker-Bowles, Goldie Hawn and Kurt Russell, David and Victoria Beckham, Avril Lavigne, Sandra Bernhard, Reese Witherspoon, Zac Efron, Vanessa Hudgens, Lauren Conrad, and Anthony Kiedis.

Interesting, to say the least! In fact, do you remember in our last sermonet – “Robin Herd And Witchcraft At Jimmy Swaggart Ministries” – that we talked about “Donnie Swaggart The Freemason” and how John Todd, the Ex-Grand Druid Priest, adamantly declared that his initiation into Witchcraft was “word for word” and “action for action” the same as the initiation into Freemasonry. He said, “the Masons were formed as a Cabalistic organization going undercover to protect
themselves from persecution of witchcraft when the witches were being persecuted.”

Now just in case you didn’t know it, the word “Kabbalah” is also spelled “Cabala”... as in “Cabalistc witchcraft” of the Freemasons that Donnie Swaggart (Gabriel’s father) has identified himself with through association. In fact, here’s a little more from “Codex Magica” concerning the spirit behind the “red bracelets” that so many “New Agers” are now wearing (http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/codex_magica/codex_magica21.htm#TWENTY-ONE):

In the decades of the 70s, 80s, and 90s, the hottest spiritual trend was the New Age movement. As we move forward through the first decade of the 21st century, the latest cure-all spiritual phenomenon seems to be the Jewish Cabala (or Kabbalah). The Cabala is not new, of course. It’s been around for centuries. The Cabala is actually ancient magic. It is an exotic blend of devilish, sometimes fanciful, New Age mystical practices topped by a philosophical bent of Jewish supremacism. Orthodox Judaism, or phariseeism, is rife with cabalism, and Jewish rabbis are the Cabala’s greatest promoters.

Here are the eye-opening comments of a number of knowledgeable authorities on the Jewish Cabala:

The Cabala contains such power and demonic teaching, it is more than enough to give the ideology and driving force needed to lead the world astray and to keep such an evil conspiracy alive through the centuries...The Cabala is a teaching source of the Freemasons as well as for other groups. — John Torrell, publisher The Dove

Kabbalah: The sacred books of black magic of Orthodox Judaism which form a large part of the basis of the western secret societies, from Rosicrucianism to Freemasonry and the OTO. Kabbalism is itself derived from the sorcery of ancient Babylon and...Pharaohic Egypt. — Craig Heimbichner, Blood on the Altar

Kabbalism is a system of Jewish mysticism and magic and is the foundational element in modern witchcraft. Virtually all of the great witches and sorcerers of this century were Kabbalists. — William J. Schnoebelen, The Dark Side of Freemasonry

The Hebrew Cabala is a series of occultic writings that are as demonic as any incantation ever uttered in witchcraft. Webster’s Dictionary tells us the Cabala (sometimes spelled Kabbala) is ”an occult religious philosophy developed by certain Jewish rabbis...” — James Lloyd, The Apocalypse Chronicles (Vol. VII, No. 1, 2005)

So what did you think about that? Well, another interesting thing to note is that some “New Agers” wear these “red bracelets” on their left wrist and some on their right. Do you think that just maybe the following has something to do with it?
Occult practices are divided into two groups; left hand path, which is more of a satanic type of occult, and the right hand path that is more religious and Luciferian in manner.

The right hand path! I wonder if that’s the reason Gabe’s wearing his “red bracelet” on his right wrist? I mean, the thing about “Luciferian worship” fits right in with “Donnie Swaggart The Freemason!” It even helps explain all the “New Age” hand signs his wife (Jill) and the other Crossfire singers were throwing around in our sermonet “Gabriel Swaggart And His Unholy Worship Team!” In fact this thing about “Luciferian worship” even explains how Gabe can call his partner-in-crime (Jill) the “Holy Ghost Fox”:

“The same day there came certain of the Pharisees, saying unto him, Get thee out, and depart hence: for Herod will kill thee. And he said unto them, Go ye, and tell that fox, Behold, I cast out devils, and I do cures to day and to morrow, and the third day I shall be perfected.” (Luke 13:31-32 KJV)

You see it’s through the preceding Scripture that we can come to an understanding of this very obvious “oxymoron” concerning Gabe’s wife: the “Holy Ghost Fox”. I mean, after all, Jesus called the wicked king “Herod” a “fox”... and the following will help us come to a better understanding of it’s true meaning:

The proverbial cunning of the fox is alluded to in Eze_13:4, and in Luk_13:32, where our Lord calls Herod “that fox.” In Jdg_15:4, Jdg_15:5, the reference is in all probability to the jackal. The Hebrew word shu‘al through the Persian schagal becomes our jackal (Canis aureus), so that the word may bear that signification here. (Easton’s Bible Dictionary)

With respect to the jackals and foxes of Palestine, there is no doubt that the common jackal of the country is the Canis aureus, which may be heard every night in the villages. It is like a medium-sized dog, with a head like a wolf, and is of a bright-yellow color. These beasts devour the bodies of the dead, and even dig them up from their graves. (Smith’s Bible Dictionary)

Now can you even imagine the “Holy Ghost” being a part of that death-devouring “fox”? I mean King Herod “the fox” was so much a figure of “death” that he was eaten by flesh-eating worms (maggots) before he was even dead:

“And upon a set day Herod, arrayed in royal apparel, sat upon his throne, and made an oration unto them. And the people gave a shout, saying, It is the voice of a god, and not of a man. And immediately the angel of the Lord smote him, because he gave not God the glory: and he was eaten of worms, and gave up the ghost.” (Acts 12:21-23 KJV)

You see this “Holy Ghost Fox” is nothing less than Gabriel Swaggart’s deadly deception of combining the “good” with the “bad” and making it look “holy”! It’s no different than Robin Herd singing worship songs to Jesus while making hand signs that honor Satan. “Luciferian worship” with a pretentious religious covering! Witchcraft deceiving the masses! (See “Satanic Worship Music At Jimmy Swaggart Ministries!” for more.)
But anyway, with all that in mind, let’s get back to Gabriel Swaggart and his “Living Waters” magic show that featured a “duet number” by the “darlings” of Jimmy Swaggart Ministries – “Joseph and Grace Larson”. Because, you see, it was only after Gabe's long-winded hype about the “spirit-filled” singers who began their musical ministry for the Lord at ages twelve (12) and fourteen (14) that he finally introduced the duet of “Joseph and Grace Larson” singing that old-time gospel hymn “Just A Closer Walk” (http://www.fmh-child.org/audio/Just_A_Closer_Walk.mp3):

   Just a closer walk with Thee,  
   Grant it, Jesus, is my plea,  
   Daily walking close to Thee,  
   Let it be, dear Lord, let it be.  

   I am weak, but Thou art strong,  
   Jesus, keep me from all wrong,  
   I’ll be satisfied as long  
   As I walk, let me walk close to Thee.  

   Through this world of toil and snares,  
   If I falter, Lord, who cares?  
   Who with me my burden shares?  
   None but Thee, dear Lord, none but Thee.  

   When my feeble life is o’er,  
   Time for me will be no more,  
   Guide me gently, safely o’er  
   To Thy kingdom’s shore, to Thy shore.  

Now, without a doubt, that particular “gospel hymn” was written by an African-American who knew what it meant to suffer for Christ! In fact circumstantial evidence strongly suggests that it dates back to southern African-American churches of the 2nd half of the 19th century, and possibly even earlier. The hymn became better known nationally in the 1930s when African-American churches started singing it at their musical campmeetings.

You see “Just A Closer Walk” is all about the suffering one will encounter as they “take up their cross and following Jesus”... but it’s most certainly not about the perverted gospel – “just look to the Cross of Christ” – that the Jimmy Swaggart Ministries preaches/teaches to its un-repentant followers.

In fact it was right about the time I lost my job, my family, and my home (after having taken up my cross and followed Jesus) that this gospel hymn became near and dear to my heart. I mean, please believe me when I say that I sang it often while “Homeless For Jesus” and living at the Rescue Mission Of El Paso. It gave me hope during my times of testing, but I did not sing it in order to make people think that I’m holy.

I mean, there have been many singers who’ve sung this hymn in order to fool the public into thinking they are holy. Take for instance that demon possessed Elvis Presley who first recorded it in Waco, Texas, on May 27, 1958. Elvis Presley lived his life for the Devil
and then busted Hell wide open when he died. All the “gospel hymns” he recorded during his lifetime did not keep him out of Hell. (See “King Elvis” [www.fmh-child.org/KingElvis.html] and “They Sold Their Souls For Rock And Roll” [“http://youtu.be/AHSO5BVWisA” and “http://youtu.be/pl-Uuzi4MyI”].)

But anyway, it was shortly after having watched Gabriel Swaggart perform his Living Waters “magic show” on “Joseph and Grace Larson” that the Lord gave me the following Scripture to describe what I had just seen:

“Were they ashamed when they had committed abomination? nay, they were not at all ashamed, neither could they blush: therefore shall they fall among them that fall: in the time of their visitation they shall be cast down, saith the LORD.” (Jeremiah 8:12 KJV)

You see the way this Scripture applies is that these two “children of the Devil” – “Joseph and Grace Larson” – took a gospel hymn – “Just A Closer Walk” – that was written by a “True child of God” and sang it without the least bit of conviction that they were not even worthy to sing it: “neither could they blush”.

So the first Scripture of rebuke was for “Joseph and Grace Larson”. And then the next Scripture of rebuke was meant for the law-less leadership at Jimmy Swaggart Ministries with Gabriel Swaggart in mind:

“The burden which Habakkuk the prophet did see. O LORD, how long shall I cry, and thou wilt not hear! even cry out unto thee of violence, and thou wilt not save! Why dost thou shew me iniquity, and cause me to behold grievance? for spoiling and violence are before me: and there are that raise up strife and contention. Therefore the law is slacked, and judgment doth never go forth: for the wicked doth compass about the righteous; therefore wrong judgment proceedeth.” (Habakkuk 1:1-4 KJV)

You see the way this Scripture applies is that “if” Gabriel Swaggart was truly walking with the Lord he would not be promoting this “un-holy duo” as holy. Because it’s through Gabe’s endorsement of their “evil” that this same “evil” is encouraged and perpetuated to all those who willingly receive this spirit through his Living Waters “magic show”.

It’s what’s commonly called “witchcraft”! And now let me give you an example of how it works through the following email I received in regards to our sermonet “Joseph Larson’s Sex Sins And The Jimmy Sweaggart Ministries!”

Date: Tue, 3 Jul 2012 21:20:01 -0400 (EDT)
From: mystify70@aol.com
Reply-To: mystify70@aol.com
Subject: Jimmy Swaggart Ministries
To: bruce@fmh-child.org

Mr. Hallman, While looking at videos of Joseph Larson music from Jimmy Swaggart ministries I came upon your page "Joseph Larson sex, sins and Jimmy Swaggart Ministries. I must say that I have enjoyed listening to Joseph Larson & others on the Jimmy Swaggart program. I grew up watching and listening to Jimmy Swaggart and was very hurt and disappointed when he fell into sin. I
will admit that it has been hard to watch him after that even though I do hope and pray that he has truly repented and is a different man. I couldn't help but read some of your message about this ministry. Although again I would be very disappointed to find that what you say is true, I am quite disgusted at how you seem to revel in your exposing these allegations. Yes we are to expose sin, but the Bible also tells us to go to them and confront them with their sin "Galatians 6:1". This tells us that we should restore one in the spirit of meekness; considering thyself, lest thy also be tempted. I just wonder if you have done this. It appears in your "message" that you are merely just trying to tear them down and not lift them up before your readers and God in prayer so that they are restored. Just wanted to voice my opinion on how your article is coming across to your readers, which does not say a whole lot for your ministry. I hope that you are sincerely praying for them and have a desire for them to turn from alleged sins.

Concerned Reader

Now don't you just love the way this person signed their correspondence? I mean if a "concerned reader" really has a Word from the Lord they shouldn't be ashamed to give a proper identification. In fact this person was not led by the Holy Spirit to write what they wrote... because God Almighty knows the numerable times He sent me to personally speak with those at Jimmy Swaggart Ministries but only got rejected.

However, in order to deal with this person in a righteous manner I sought the Father for instructions on how to respond. And this was what He told me to say:

Have you read our latest?
Please be sure to read the email contained therein from the mother who's daughter, and herself, were violated by Joseph Larson.
Joseph Larson has not repented. Will you too glory in his sin?

You see this “latest sermonet” that we invited the “concerned reader” to partake of was none other than “Jimmy Swaggart Supporters Glory In Joseph Larson’s Sex Sins!” It was all about the reader who had pity on “poor little Joseph” while ignoring the enormous depth of his sin against the two innocent victims he violated. I mean there was definitely a connection with the “concerned reader” and that “supporter who gloried in Joseph Larson’s sex sins”.

But anyway, I sent the “concerned reader” what the Lord had me to send, and this was how they responded:

Date: Thu, 5 Jul 2012 21:15:07 -0400 (EDT)
From: mystify70@aol.com
Reply-To: mystify70@aol.com
Subject: Re: Jimmy Swaggart Ministries
To: bruce@fmh-child.org

Mr. Hallman, thank you for responding to my email. However, you seem to have responded with more of the same stuff that is already on your page rather than answering my question. That leads me to think that my suspicions as well
as Mr. William’s is right. You come across as having more of a hatred & jealousy for them than being concerned for their souls. Unless I misunderstood part of your article, using phrases like "Now what do you think of that one", or "Smoking!!!" after some of your allegations hardly sounds like concern for them. It sounds more like you are enjoying smearing their name, and that is really sad!!!

Now it was after this second email from the “concerned reader” that the Lord had me to focus on their “mystify70” handle. I mean, after all, the word “mystify” can be defined as “to perplex (a person) by playing upon the person’s credulity”... which is exactly what the Jimmy Swaggart Ministries is doing to their viewers each and every time Joseph Larson is allowed to perform.

So, with “mystify70” in mind, we did a search and discovered the truth about this “concerned individual” that should be very concerned about her own self. In fact this is what the Lord had me to write back to her:

Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2012 23:46:02 -0400
From: bruce@fmh-child.org
Reply-To: bruce@fmh-child.org
Subject: Re: Jimmy Swaggart Ministries
To: mystify70@aol.com

Dear Mrs. Melissa Smith,

It’s very evident from your correspondence with me that you do not have a true saving relationship with Jesus Christ. If the Holy Spirit were in control of your life you wouldn’t have spoken the things that you did in your two (2) emails to me.

And with that in mind I did a little praying, and a little searching. And this is what I found:

Joseph Larson is a "satyriasis", which means excessive, abnormal, or uncontrollable sexual/romantic behavior, desire, and excitement in the male. In fact "satyriasis" comes from the Greek word "satyros" meaning "satyr." In Greek mythology, a satyr was a being that was part horse and part goat that was used for sexual behavior and causing riots.

So, that’s Joseph Larson. Now let’s take a look at you.

Your name "Melissa" mans "bee" in Greek. It was the name of a "nymph" that cared for young Zeus in Greek mythology. It is also the name of the fairy that helps Rogero escape from the witch Alcina in Ludovico Ariosto’s poem ‘Orlando Furioso’ (1516).

So, in mythology "nymph" is a goddess of the mountains, forests, meadows and waters. In fact according to the ancients, all the world was full of nymphs, some terrestrial, others celestial; and these
had names assigned to them according to their place of residence, or the parts of the world over which they were supposed to preside.

And taking that one step further, the word "nymphomaniac" means excessive, abnormal, or uncontrollable sexual/romantic behavior, desire, and excitement in the female.

So Mrs. Smith, are you starting to get the picture? I mean, when I saw your little iconic "nymph" picture it all started to make sense. You know, the reason you are so supportive of Joseph Larson and his "sex sins". And of course this goes back to our sermonet on the Jimmy Swaggart supporters who glory in Joseph Larsons "sex sins". You are one of them, and now we know the reason for your un-God-ly behavior.

Do you really want to know Jesus and overcome the sins that so easily beset you, Mrs. Smith?
In Christ,
Mr. Hallman

Now what do you think about that? The “mystery woman” who tried to “mystify” me through her witch-talk got exposed. In fact God Almighty not only gave me her real name, but he also showed me the true spirit of her name through her acting mascot – the little “nymph” picture.

And speaking of pictures, this short-lived episode with “Melissa Smith” should help you to see the reality of what’s taking place through the power of Gabe’s Living Waters “magic show”. Because it’s through his endorsement of this “evil” (Joseph and Grace Larson), that this same “evil” is encouraged and perpetuated to all those who willingly receive it’s spirit.

Melissa Smith the “mystery woman” got discovered... and I never heard from her again.

So with all that in mind, please allow me to share a little more of the testimony from the mother who’s daughter, and herself, were violated by Joseph Larson. Her name, once again, is Mary Ann Riley, and the following is what she documented a year ago concerning what she experienced at Jimmy Swaggart Ministries with “The Larson Family”. (Note: the following testimony was penned before Joseph Larson’s most recent episode concerning her and her daughter that we documented in our sermonet “Joseph Larson’s Sex Sins And The Jimmy Swaggart Ministries”! It’s also important to note that these grievances were shared personally by Mrs. Riley and her children to Frances and Gabriel Swaggart, who agreed wholeheartedly with her assessment and shared her outrage.)

We thought Joseph had repented and made changes and seemed very different that summer and the start of the last school yr (2010/11) I had run into Loren Larson periodically at the school over the summer because my youngest played on the basketball team with Joseph. Loren was different now.. not friendly, not interested in talking, or concerned in much of any way like he was. We sat on the bleachers together and I had made small talk one time about his latest preaching engagement somewhere and the Message of the Cross, etc..his reaction and also another time after a basketball game was so very strange to me! I just wanted to talk about the Lord and how powerful the Gospel message was IN ME to have the power to CHANGE things in my heart! He acted like he didn't know what I was talking about!
Being in his presence and talking to him was VERY uncomfortable! My spirit was repelled and anxious to get away from him.

The Larson children’s stage persona and what they sing about for JSM is quite different than what most people expect. In other words, they are not known for their Godly character, by any means and continually escape the normal consequences most others received for similar behavior. Everyone at JSM knows and accepts this whether they like it or not because, according to Robin Herd, the financial director at Family Christian Academy, Loren Larson had many times interrupted discipline upon Joseph and spared him by removing him from anyone else's authority. Robin shared with me that he was very frustrated at the bullying and intimidation tactics Loren frequently used but he was powerless to do anything.

Grace and Rachel Larson have openly shared their love and obsession for the Twilight movies/stories as do many of the youth at FCA/Crossfire. My son and daughter spent time at their house and both said their den cabinet is full of R rated movies! Yet Loren preaches how he is so careful to watch over what is seen and heard in his house! NOT true...This is what a true friend (a parent who worked at FCA) told me months after the trouble the boys were in... Joseph's girlfriend's mother had given them alcohol and tried to seduce them, often inviting them over to her house! This information had been kept from me by the Larsons.

From what I know now, because of what Joseph had bragged to my daughter last Nov-April, Joseph has been involved in numerous sexual relationships, including his girlfriend AND her mother, many Bible college students, and many girls he meets on his trips with his dad, basketball, etc. the girlfriend's mother regularly picked him up to go to clubs, bought him alcohol, etc...and it should be noted that she was currently married to a WEBC seminary student and trusted JSM employee, as well as him being the Swaggart's pool cleaner. There are many strange coincidences of this same couple's involvement in other drug and alcohol parties where WEBC students and FCA students were invited.

Loren and Hanna have known and hidden/protected their son's activities and dealt with him privately, so as not to expose him and ruin his reputation and jeopardize his music performances at JSM!

Now that’s some truth about “The Larson Family” that the SBN cameras will never show you. That’s who they are, and that’s why Joseph Larson is who he is, and nothing has changed!!!

God the Father sent Mary Ann Riley to Jimmy Swaggart Ministries to witness the evil and expose it. In fact listen as she gives her “JSM testimony” on Suzan Puzio’s Prophetic News Radio Broadcast and “feel” the anointing of God that’s on her life to speak His Truth (http://www.fmh-child.org/audio/JSM_Susan_Puzio.mp3).

And speaking of being sent, please allow me to share a most recent Word from a dear Sister who for many years was a very generous donor to the Jimmy Swaggart Ministries. You see Jimmy Swaggart had a lot to do with her understanding of the Holy Spirit and maturing in her walk with Jesus. In fact Jimmy Swaggart was also influential in her husband denouncing his Roman Catholic faith and accepting Jesus Christ as Lord and
Saviour. In the 1980’s God used Jimmy Swaggart to minister in a powerful way to this Sister... but it’s not the way it used to be.

The Lord has shown this dear Sister much concerning the man Jimmy, the woman Frances, and the organization (formerly “ministry”) that JSM has now become. In fact it was after having read our most recent sermonet – “Robin Herd And Witchcraft At Jimmy Swaggart Ministries!” – that the Lord gave her more revelation on the “demonic baboon” imbedded in the artwork of Robin Herd’s “Jesus Saves” album cover.

As I was reading your letter, the presence of the Lord came over me with small electric currents ....

I was praising HIM ! and HE told me that JSM was offending HIM, They grieve MY HEART !

Their stage is full of BABOONS !

I AM not a part of that ministry any more. They are honoring satan on the stage.....

The CROSS they preach is upside down . It became like a ROUTINE church !

The pastor of that church is sitting on MY throne. I wish above all that the HEAD of that church repents.

So did you get the picture? God Almighty says that the Jimmy Swaggart “stage” is “full of baboons”. I mean not only the singers, but all the pastors and associate pastors that proclaim the same “Message Of The Cross” that Jimmy Swaggart teaches, preaches and writes about... which most certainly includes his “red letter” Expositor’s Study Bible where the words of Jimmy Swaggart are printed in red instead of the Words of Jesus.

God Almighty says that the “Message Of The Cross” that Jimmy Swaggart teaches and preaches is not about the Biblical “cross of Christ” but the blasphemous “upside down cross” of Satan. You see Jimmy Swaggart’s “Message Of The Cross” is all about the Luciferian “I WILL,” of Jimmy Swaggart as he sits in God’s place on God’s throne:
You see the preceding picture tells it all. The circled figure is Jimmy Swaggart sitting on God’s throne as he receives the praises of the entire congregation. And just in case there might be some uncertainty about what’s actually taking place in that picture, the following detailed description should help clear up any confusion:

**King Jimmy’s Hands**

Jimmy Swaggart does not want to stand in worship unless he is a part of what and “who” they are worshipping. He will not stand while another sings unless he is holding a microphone and part of their show as well.

His knees are fully healed – he has no excuse but his arrogance. He walks constantly throughout the JSM compound and can maneuver himself into all sorts of flamboyant contortions while performing on stage.

The problem is not Jimmy Swaggart’s knees – the problem is his heart. Why can’t he take a few minutes to stand to his feet and raise BOTH hands to the Lord? His hired musicians instruct everyone else to do that, but he ALWAYS stays planted on his throne.

What makes Jimmy the exception? Even Donnie includes himself with the “peasants” when it comes to worship, standing with both of hands raised. Yet Jimmy refuses to participate.

The spirit inside Jimmy cannot tolerate obeisance to “another” Monarch. He wants at least some of that same attention for himself.

He prefers the arrogance of his throne, like an entitled monarch, while everyone else stands to their feet. He prefers the control of the microphone, rather than letting the Holy Spirit take over and speak to the group.

He cajoles his audience when they fail to respond the way he wants them to, “Aw, you’re not hearing me!”. Yet there’s no one to push him on God’s behalf with “Jimmy, you’re not worshipping me!”

Instead, Jimmy clutches his microphone – like a child with a great big lollypop or an adult with his cigarette. While sitting in comfort, Jimmy watches the peasants do their thing. He adds his “red letter” comments, while waiting for his moment as star of the stage.

He never simply stands to his feet empty handed or voiceless to the Lord. Jimmy simply cannot let go of the show and give the Holy Spirit the reigns. His hands tell everything.

NO God is allowed to glory in Jimmy Swaggart’s presence – not without sharing that glory with “King Jimmy”!

Jimmy Swaggart has a BIG problem! The glory of the Lord has left JSM, and God’s hand of judgment is now upon it!

But getting back to the subject at hand, if you really want to see the “spirit” that’s in the music of “Grace and Joseph Larson” then take a careful look at JSM’s latest efforts to promote the two of them.

The Joseph and Grace “Try Jesus” album cover, much like Robin Herd’s “Jesus Saves” album cover, is witchy to say the least. Joseph and Grace are descending into a basement from the outside light above. The picture is very “cold” – reminiscence of a stairway descending into a dungeon. At the top of the picture there’s even some “stringy white stuff” that gives off a presence of old spider webs in a haunted house.
So could this really be the spirit behind the music on “Try Jesus”?

Why not! I mean, after all, Mary Ann Riley was an eyewitness to this “spirit” during her tenure at JSM:

Grace and Rachel Larson have openly shared their love and obsession for the Twilight movies/stories as do many of the youth at FCA/Crossfire. My son and daughter spent time at their house and both said their den cabinet is full of R rated movies!

You see the only thing that’s missing in that “Try Jesus” album cover is for Joseph and Grace to be dressed as Dracula (the Count and Countess).

The BIG picture at Jimmy Swaggart Ministries just keeps getting darker by
the minute! Not even Gabriel Swaggart is innocent of JSM’s stinking abominable apostasy!

“Joseph Larson’s Sex Sins And Gabriel Swaggart!”

Need I say more???

Don’t let the “charisma” of these “charismatic” leaders seduce you with their witchcraft! “Keep on keeping the faith in Jesus!!!”

Love,

Dad (Bruce Hallman)
Email: bruce@fmh-child.org
Web: http://www.fmh-child.org

“ALL FOR THE LOVE OF JESUS”